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FROM THE EDITOR—I must admit to the lateness of the issue.  This 

newsletter should have been released about a month ago but “stuff”  

happened, (I won’t bore you by describing exactly what stuff).   
     In the future I plan to once again try harder to do the newsletter bit by 

bit as it happens—without doubt that’s the easiest and best way to go, but 

for now, let’s talk about this issue. 
      We are getting to that time of year where there are decisions to be made and votes 

to be had.  Because of these pending issues, Jeff has a particularly timely, interesting, fact-

filled, (and as Jeff describes it, possibly controversial), FROM THE PRESIDENT column 

in this issue.  Take plenty of time to read it, think about it, and respond back!        
      In addition to our contest coverage, this issue features the second part of my Blue 

Angel article, (my ten month project). We also have what I hope will be an interesting 

and totally unexpected turn in the KAOS ARF phenomenon.  SPA is again looking at a 

KAOTIC situation, and it looks like KAOS is a good thing! 
     One more thing—I have a new article appearing in about a month, (November issue 

of Model Aviation), that I hope you’ll look out for.  It’s based on the small article I wrote 

for the JULY-AUG 2015 SPA newsletter.  If you like it, by all means please write the  

editor that we need more articles about vintage R/C pattern.  It would be appreciated. 

FROM THE PRESIDENT – As I write this in late August, we are well 

into the contest season, with only the Masters Contest left in the East 

and the Buzzardaire and West Open Championships in the West. 

Check out the standings on the web site – there are some tight races in 

both SPA Divisions. By mid-October it will all be over for another year and 

folks will start constructing their new weapons of choice for next  
season! But there will also be other activities since this is an election year and also the 

time when the new schedules will be released for the next two years. 

 

SPA Elections – I’m pleased to say we have candidates for each elected position: 

President – Jeff Owens 

Vice President – Jerry Black 

Secretary/Treasurer – Keith Watson 

Elected Board Member – Scott Sappington. 
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(September 24-25). No dramatic changes are envisioned, but some new maneuvers will be introduced. 
SPA Contest Participation - it is no secret that our numbers have declined in recent years and that the number of 

active contestants at typical contests is also down. For this season we have a total of 117 members and 51 have  
participated in at least one contest (32 East and 19 West). Some of the classes are getting pretty thin, especially the 

Expert class in the East (3) and several of these will soon move to Senior Expert! I have spent a fair bit of time talking 

to members in order to try to understand this trend and to see what can be done to change it. Some causes are  
beyond our control – issues of health, changes of interest, and family considerations all have taken a toll. So what can 

be done? There are really only two options – 1) recruit new members who have never flown pattern and 2) recruit 

new members who have flown pattern in the past. Below I describe several concepts mentioned in various discussions  

Introductory Class -  this was introduced a few cycles in the past as a way of letting potential new members fly  

non-SPA planes to test their interest. Few have taken advantage of this class and I know of only one case where  
someone continued on to join SPA and move up to another class. CDs must be prepared to offer this class, but often 

there are no takers. Perhaps the time is right to drop this class and return to the way it used to done.  We could allow 

non-SPA planes to participate in Novice as long as they met the engine rules and had a wingspan of 72 inches or less. 

SPA membership would not be required unless the contestant wanted to earn Season Points. This was how it was 

done for many years and it generally worked well. INTRO was added at a time when there were a lot of Novice  
contestants who stayed in Novice for many years and didn't want to compete against non-SPA planes.  We made the 

step to SPORTSMAN easier and many moved up. So, the situation has changed and we could go back to the old 

scheme, thereby easing the load on CDs. Let me know what you think about this (especially you NOVICE flyers!) I 

have heard anecdotally that some folks wanted to try SPA, but being experienced flyers they didn't want to fly in the 

INTRODUCTORY class. Maybe this change would help – or maybe not. 
Rules and Regs – here is the part where I find out if anyone has read the column! The distinguishing feature of SPA is 

that we fly single pass maneuvers, sometimes also referred to as center-judged maneuvers, as opposed to the  
turnaround style of flying. We do have a host of rules and regulations as to what is allowed and what is not when it 

comes to airframes, equipment, and powerplants. I have been in SPA long enough to know the history of some of these 

rules, but sometimes they do appear to be somewhat illogical. Basically, we have rules that prohibit retracts, tuned 

pipes, and aircraft designed after 1975. We also stipulate that the airframes must be built according to the original plans 

– and then we list allowed deviations such as fuselage width, tail dragger conversions, and more. Hmmm. Many of us 

know folks who used to fly pattern and may even have airframes that could be flown except they fail one or more of 

the requirements. At that point we seem to lose another prospective member. Let's look at a few of our regulations 

from the standpoint of someone who wants to fly pattern “the way they used to.” 
Tuned pipes – these are not allowed. Ostensibly this was put in place for simplicity and for noise reasons. But there 

are tuned  mufflers that are very loud, cost around $100, and are allowed by our rules! I was told by one contestant 

that he had a tuned muffler (he showed me the box and part number) that was nearly two feet long – this would be 

allowed since it is a tuned muffler, not a pipe. I could imagine allowing tuned pipes, while also instituting a noise limit such 

as AMA uses in order to keep things quiet. 
Retracts – folks either love them or hate them. But, frankly, it mostly is a perception that they improve performance 

– they look cool! But with the slower airspeeds we often fly and the use of more powerful engines than we had 40 

years ago, I question if the advantage is really there. Most current AMA pattern planes don't use retracts for this  

reason and because they can be complex. (See below for more on this.) 

Pre-1975 rule – this limits some planes that folks really love such as the Tiporare. But we allow planes that came  

after 1975 if they are ARFs (in order to help recruit new members that may not want to build) and we also allow later  

members of a series (such as all members of the Phoenix series). So why not open this time frame up? 

From the President Continued ...According to our 

Bylaws, other members interested in running for one of these 

positions should make their intent known to a member of the 

Board of Directors by October 1. Voting will take place in  
December, although with one candidate per position, a formal 

vote may not be needed!  
2017-18 Maneuver Schedules – the Pattern Committee 

(Jeff Owens (Chair), Greg Hoke, and Jim Johns), are nearly  
finished with the new schedules. Several were tried out at the 

recent Prattville contest on Friday during practice time and the 

need for some modifications was discussed. The plan is to have 

the new schedules approved by the time of the East Masters  
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 From the President Continued...OK – there are a few items that come up all the time as reasons why some 

people refuse to fly in SPA contests. Most of us have strong opinions on these topics one way or the other. Believe 

me, I have heard a lot as I have talked to members these past few years. Fortunately, Jamie Strong has come up with a 

way to gather some very interesting data on these points. He is proposing to open up the spring 2017 Prattville     

contest to planes with tuned pipes and retracts in an effort to bring some old-time fliers to the contest. These planes 

would be separated into an Open category and would fly head to head with the SPA planes in the various classes, but 

the trophies would be awarded separately to those flying SPA legal planes and those flying “Open” airplanes. So, one 

would get a ranked order for each combined SPA and Open class, but then separate SPA and Open trophies would be 

distributed. One could see if the pipes and retracts really were an advantage compared to typical SPA planes or 

whether it was the pilot that made the difference. I applaud Jamie's idea and it looks like it could be a lot of fun!  

As always, I look forward to hearing from you on any of these topics or anything else for that matter!  Write the 

Board of Directors members, or send your comments to the Discussion List…..editor 

Please direct your attention to the “pointing man” above. Staging a top-notch contest is “old hat” to this seasoned 

contest director and modeler.  (editor...Steve Byrum was the first SPAer I talked to, [by e-mail] when joining SPA in 2005.  I 

distinctly remember him referring to me as “new meat-”—meaning that I would bring some new stories to the conversation.  I 

guess everyone already knew the old stories). 

      Steve and several of his associates met early arrivals on Friday afternoon for an early greeting and some good  

practice flying as the field was prepared with a mowing of about one inch of the plush green growth of rye, some  

Bermuda, etc.  The runway seemed smoother than ever before, what with the loving care members have given it. 
      Saturday morning at the Invocation/Pilots Briefing he explained centering of landing and take-off should be ex-

tremely easy due to the width and smoothness of the areas just in front of the two flightlines, and it was!  The morning 

sun which sometimes causes a delayed start here, was defended by a decent cloud cover ‘til about mid morning both 

days.  After the cover departed, typical Alabama humid, hot and muggy weather made itself known and 

ice water and Gatorade was in demand.  Lavell and Jackie Thrasher, who headed the concessions made 

certain that plenty of hydration was available. 

      Let's get the bad news aside early, that pretty Daddy Rabbit model featured in the KCRC report 

earlier this season yielded to it's age on Saturday when Dave Johnson from Knoxville was executing 3 

rolls and the wing broke right along the edge of the fiberglass tape center doub-

ler.  Needless to say, the model was demolished just eyeballing the remains.  Your PIO's 

competition ended just prior to the last maneuver in the 1st round when the elevator 

function failed, but fortunately, enough of it remained to allow a safe landing and pres-

ervation of the borrowed airplane.  Jim Strong lost a round when his electric KAOS 

had an ESC burn up due to using a 6 cell pack which was too big for his other set-up, 

the motor and prop.  A change to a 5 cell pack and another ESC solved the problem.   

 

See Jim to the left.  Doesn't that ARF Tower KAOS look great?  Jim flew  
INTRODUCTORY class.  He and Jamie now belong to the ALABASTER, AL club and 

practice there often. 
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      Part of the Cullman contest for the last few years has been the Saturday night party at the BRANDING IRON 

Steak Restaurant and this year was no different.  Richard Witt, below, promoted two FREE dinners for the lucky pilots. 

Winners of the two BRANDING IRON steak dinners were Jerry Black and Bill 

Dodge.  Many thanks to Mr. "JOSH" for the donation of the two dinners.  Try the 

BRANDING IRON for a luscious steak and trimmings next time you're in Cullman, AL. 

      Jamie Strong brought a "MOCK" setup of his electric assemblies which duplicate the  

electric powerplants that equal the  power requirements of the SPA regulations.   

The setup above is equal to an OS61 

2S.....13,800  RPM with 11/7 APC  1370 

Watts 

Above is equal to an OS 91 4S.  13/8 at 

10,500RPM at 1370 watts in HP.  1400 watts 

is SPA Max.  He explains the savings he enjoys 

over the cost of internal combustion engine.  I 

asked him about Jim Strong's KAOS's weight, 

he said "about 7 lbs". 

      Steve Drake, an old time modeler in AMA type aerobatics came to Cullman and it was so good visiting with him 

since such a long "hiatus" from flying pattern for Steve.  Many of us old-timers recall flying with Steve's dad Gene who 

was active back in the "golden-era".  Steve is from Bowling Green, KY and flew lots several years ago with Ed Kirtley, 

when Ed owned a furniture store in Bowling Green.  Steve was flying an ARF INTRUDER which he declared was some 

15 years old.  He had used the metric bolts that came with the original ARF to mount the engine and they elected to  
vibrate out Saturday.  The cowl held the engine in place til he landed.  A quick trip to Lowes and modification to some 

6/32s and Loctite Saturday night in Day's Inn solved it. 
      It was such a joy to see Les Smith from Cincinnati, OH here and meet his son Chris from Tallahassee, FL who 

came to meet dad and spend the weekend with him.  They were able to enjoy the party at BRANDING IRON Sat 

night and the better part of two days with each other.  A GREAT Smith gathering! 
      Contestants numbered 14, but you would have imagined we were at a Masters somewhere, what with all the good 

hospitality the Cullman Aeromodellers extended, what with the free dinner promoted, the constant liquid provided, 

the excellent grass field, rapid scorekeeping done by club members, etc. 
      Jim Strong completed all but the one problem round in the INTRODUCTORY Class and received an 8 1/2 X 11 

framed certificate for his shop wall at home.  Les Smith K'd all rounds in NOVICE what with David Johnson's tough 

luck with the DR wing breaking. Dan Dougherty just really shined winning 4 rounds on Saturday holding Charlie Johns 

to 3714 in SPORTSMAN.  Charlie declared "I wish it was closer to my practice field".  Scott Sappington K'd all four 

rounds in ADVANCED on Saturday to claim 1st, followed by Bill Dodge with a very close 3969 and Jim Johns won the 

"charm" spot with 2194.  EXPERT featured some excellent flying with Steve Drake winning 4 rounds and Jamie Strong 

two.  Jamie lost two flights due to ruptured fuel lines.  In Senior Expert Jerry 

Black flew 4 rounds on Saturday like demos from the Competition Guide and 

judged on Sunday morning.  Sure enough, his flights were that good.  Jeff 

Owens won one round on Sunday morning for a total score of 3794 and 2nd, 

Keith Watson wound up 3rd with 3656.  Bruce Underwood totaled 787 for 

4th.   
       Cullman Aeromodellers, you need to author a "How to" for running an 

SPA pattern contest.  It would be a "best seller"!  

Bruce Underwood 

PIO (Public Info Officer) 

Richard Witt.  At one point, 

Richard advocated an an-

nual SPA-like contest in Va. 

Jim Dill,  VP 
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It wouldn’t be Cullman with-

out my favorite “Steve photo” 

Steve Drake 

Club Pres Brett LePre 

Jim Strong & Jim Dill 

Les Smith 
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1st CMJ Hobbies 
Scenario .......You, (dedicated, avid, precision SPA model pilot)..for some 

ill health reason or accidental anatomical crash, just appeared for a greeting from Saint Peter at 

the gates that are of solid gold. The good Saint does a quick computer scan of your' life's conduct which he liked and approved heartily before 

informing you the good news.........."my good SPA pattern pilot and modeler, you've been a genuine asset to His works on Earth, welcome to 

Paradise which is being constructed to your desires...what are they"? 

      You reply to the good saint, "Well Saint, (you see you’re on a first name basis), I'd like an RC flying sight so big and so roomy, I could taxi 

my models with ease, (even if my main wheels aren't any larger than 2 inches). I'd love the field to be of beautiful Bermuda grass that is  

identical in texture to the golf greens at my previous golf course, nurtured with the proper fertilizers and chemicals and frequently manicured 

with expensive reel mowers powered by only the finest tractors available. I'd prefer it totally exposed to the nutrients that only 100% sunshine 

can provide, and we’ll need adequate rain at night. I'd enjoy being convenient to a bathroom as I consume lots of liquids while flying my RC 

airplanes..... I suppose 50 feet from my carport covered pit area would be the ideal location for the "privy". Oh, and since I never know what 

is lacking from my field box, it would be ideal to have one of the finest stocked hobby-shops right there on the site". Mr. Peter, "Sometimes I 

am unable to input the right commands to my models when they are pretty low to the ground, and crash them. On hot days, no one likes to 

hunt crashed models, especially when growth surrounding the beautiful site is dense, so, would it be possible to have onlookers, perhaps angels 

that preceded me, dressed in boots with pants tucked inside them to just volunteer to retrieve my downed model?" "You say your answer is 

YES, to all of the requests?? Matter of fact you have a "mock-up" of such a site down where I came from"! "It's in an area near Byron and 

Warner-Robins, GA?"   Then the alarm sounds and you realize the dream. “Oh SHUXxxxx” you say. 

      But all is not lost….this place is for REAL. Such a flying site DOES exist, and it's Emmett "Chuck" Walker's field right with 

his business, A & W Fabrication, in Roberta, Georgia. Take a look at these two photos and use imagination to enhance them. 

There are five (5) of the carports along the pit area. 

       That is the first impression. Upon arriving Friday afternoon your PIO encountered Greg Hoke tutoring Mr. John Wolfe, who 

had flown a contest or two with us several years ago, but opted for the expensive IMAC stuff the past few years, but with Hoke's 

urging flew and fellowshipped with us SPA'ers this week-end. John flew a KAOS ARF and was really 

happy with it. Greg was acquainting him with the current SPA maneuvers Friday afternoon.  

      Weather was just what you'd expect for August, hot and humid. Most all contestants brought  

electric fans and generators with them and the shade of the carports provided recoup areas between 

flights, judging and "have to" element exposure. Even had long AC cords to blowers for the judges. One 

thunderstorm on Saturday afternoon for about 30 minutes, about 3/4 of an inch soaked in no-time into 

the sandy soil. Sun was a problem (facing East) in morning on Saturday, was overcast on Sunday morning. 

This sun block was helpful on Saturday morning.  

      I was aware of all sorts of apprehension bouncing back-&-forth on the SPA discussion list in the last 

couple of weeks leading up to the contest....but it was all in VAIN....! None of the apprehension showed 

at the meet for with all the good help the good CD received, "it couldn't have been any better". Matter 

of fact, let me share this VERBATUM quote posted on the SPA Discussion List on Monday August 8 (the 

day after from the CD himself) 

"Thank you all for coming out this weekend.....isn't that a great field!!!! I've been there 5 times now. I am grateful all of 

you came out and made it all worth doing. YES, I'll do it again next year. Was just feeling sorry for myself and with low 

pre-entry.......Well, over it now”.  

      “Did you notice Duane Beat me soundly? …….Did you notice we have a “Strong” flying in NOVICE? Jim Strong! 

      Did you notice how many family and kid attendees we had? ….Did you notice Peggy and Dave came just to visit? 

      Peggy looks good! …...Did you notice everyone had covered pits, and power?  

      Did you notice how great the BBQ was at lunch? …..Did you notice how many people stepped up to do all the 

      jobs....I AM NOT ALONE!!!! Thanks Jim, Scott, Scott, Missy, Keith, Jeff, Hoke" 

Roberta 

Georgia 
SPA Spectacular!! 

...By Bruce Underwood Roberta, GA......August 6 & 7, 2016 

Greg Hoke coaches 

John Wolfe on Friday. 
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Dan voiced the invocation both mornings and his 

gratitude to Him in both sessions. From experience, 

anxiety and a tendency to become "antsy" goes along 

with CD'ing. Please, all readers of this report, take every 

chance you get to express gratitude to your CD's as 

your PIO attempts doing down through the years of 

such reports.  Our good CD even received a "special-

delivery" melon delivered from his neighboring state of 

Alabama, weighed over 50 lbs.(L) Just to show you what 

a good-guy is like....he shared it with everyone of us at 

the Bar-B-Q luncheon under pavilion. (R) 

Bad stuff.....3 crashes I am aware of....Bruce Underwood "dumb-thumbed" another 

Daddy-Rabbit! David Johnson rekitted one and John Wolfe soft landed in the top of 

a tree, very minute damage there. Those angels (local clubbers), retrieved the 

crashed models. Lee Kersey...Age 67, lives in Reynolds, GA retrieved mine (shown below) and would take NO  

reward...said "ya'll are our guests"! So Grateful to Mr. Lee Kersey. (R) 

 Jim Strong won NOVICE flying that electric KAOS ARF, Joe Grant was 

2nd (also flying an electric KAOS ARF - WM) and David Johnson 3rd. 

 SPORTSMAN was contested with Scott Anderson winning rounds 1, 5, 

and 6 for a total of 3988. Duane Wilson took Rounds 2 & 3 for a 2nd 

score of 3916, Dan D won Round 4 for a third place score of 3903. 

John Wolfe was 4th with 3326. 

 Scott Sappington won 3 rounds on Saturday, enough for an  

      ADVANCED win of 3970. Bill Dodge won round 6 on Sunday for a 2nd 

place of 3865. Jim Johns copped Round 4 on Saturday and wound up 

with a 3rd place total of 3754. 

 What a pair of EXPERT pilots....it took some EXPERT judging to find 

any errors to downgrade either of these guys. Greg Hoke won with 

4000, Jamie Strong 2nd with 3913. Jamie experimented with a filter in 

the return line of a 2 stroke engine......"it won't happen again". Thanks 

for the excellent performances,  

.Jerry Black aced all rounds for another SR EXPERT win with a solid six round total of 4,000. Good flying JB. Pres. Jeff 

Owens amassed 3762 for 2nd, Keith Watson 3293 for 3rd and Bruce Underwood with a one round total of 909 for 4th. 

One of the highlights of the proceedings of Saturday 

was the visit of Dave and Peggy Phillips from the Alabaster, 

Alabama club. Dave is a "regular" Sr. Pattern pilot. He and 

his wife, our beloved Peggy, are preparing for Peggy's  
treatment for recently discovered back cancer and it was 

such a joy to see them both and Peggy riding to Roberta, 

just to visit with their SPA family. We love them and  
always intervening with prayers to Him on Peggy's behalf. 

Look, don't they look good? While the B-B-Q and melon 

were good, the fellowship and people were even BETTER! 

 

(Rt) The Beatles said that, “I get by with a little help from 

my friends…” is a winning formula for success and Dan had 

lots of them at Roberta. Example: Scott Sappington worked 

with Dan to keep the flight lines rolling.  (Far right) After 

many years of being “Chief Flight Engineer”, Bobbi Johns 

gained a “promotion” and became Jim’s first string caller.  

Looks like the flight partnership is working out just fine.   

We have been seeing more and more “significant other” 

collaborations as the season has progressed this year.  

We so appreciated Dave and Peggy’s visit 

as she recuperates.  The newsletter cover 

colors are in Dave’s honor! 
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Gosh, the sounds of laughs and 

good times just filled that big  

pavilion that is used for the  

central headquarters out  

behind the nicely-stocked CMJ  

HOBBIES air-conditioned hobby 

shop. (Above) Here's CD Dan 

thanking the “Chief”  

Sunday morning just before 

round 5 commenced. 

Dan has always included  
pictures as part of his awards.  

A picture is a frozen moment in 

time, and it makes this type of 

award a “keeper”, even if we 

don’t finish that high-(I say that 

from experience)...editor 

Raffle prizes!! There was also a 

ladies and mans gas money cash 

prize won by Missy Varner and 

Bruce Underwood 
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These are the volunteers that put the event on: 

L to R: Tom Kennedy, Mickey Avery, Jamie 

Strong, Ray Kunert, Garry Singleton 

PRATTVILLE, AL............We opened the SPA East season at Prattville in April of this year.  The caption on the 

above picture says “Not for the faint of heart” because it was a “cool” weekend with particularly challenging crosswinds 

that tested all the pilots to their limits. 

If you look at the picture you’ll notice 

all the pilots are pretty bundled up—

well, look what a difference a few 

months can make.  This past weekend 

we got together again for a second 

contest held there, and faced temps of 

96 degrees, (in the shade), and what-

ever winds that were present were  

negligible, adding to the muggy feel. 

      The two common factors of both  
contests however were the superb 

grass runway, and the fantastic hospitality of Jamie Strong and the 

Fountain City Flyers club members putting on both contests.   
Everyone was super friendly and accommodating.  CD Jamie 

Strong and his crew were well-prepared for this event.  Those 

guys (and some others) declared, "if we put on a 1st class event, 

they'll come from afar", and many people did.  The first thing 

Jamie did was to determine who drove the furthest.  These pilots 

from Texas were the winners—Bernie Olson and Mike Clements.  

 

 

 
These two drove 11 to 12 hours to sample the 

Alabama hospitality in Prattville and were amply rewarded  for their efforts. 
      Bernie Olson's home is Hudson Oaks, TX where he belongs to both the Ft. 

Worth and Weatherford RC Clubs. He said the drive consumed 11 1/2 hours 

and was about 670 miles long.  Fellow Texan Michael Clements is from  
Mesquite, TX.  Mike is in the Dallas RC Club,  He and Mrs. spent 3 days at the 

Gulf and were going to visit his Dad in Florence, AL after the contest. Other  

contestants traveled from as far away as Florida, Tennessee, and North  

Carolina, (about 400 miles and six hours each way.)  
       Pre contest publicity warned of HOT weather in Prattville this time of year, 

and that was gospel, heat indices were said to exceed 100F by the Montgomery 

weather station.  FC Flyers provided readily accessible 110V AC plugs for cooling 

by those with enough foresight to bring electric fans like Jim Johns at left.  Jim is 

"cooling it" at FCF Field, but he doesn’t look like it is totally effective.  Still, it’s 

true that blowing hot air is better than nothing. 
      One other “extra” that should be mentioned is the comfy air-conditioned "privy" ...you sit there while relieving in 

air conditioned comfort.  I’ve skipped the photo, but picture if you will a “cool to the touch” toilet seat attached to a 

real toilet rather than the customary outhouse furnishings usually found at our sites.  No doubt people spent more 

time than required.  I don't think the host club could have done anything else to improve the comfort of their guests! 

Prattville-Part 2  
by Bruce Underwood/Duane Wilson 

Bernie Olson’s BLUE ANGEL comes 

from a kit by EUREKA.  It’s powered 

by an OS 65 2S with a 12/8 prop.   

April--not for faint of heart 

Michael Clements 

Bernie Olson 
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      Friday afternoon, it was sort of "strange".....two models went in due to what the owners of the crashed models  
determined was a "brown-out", (defined as an unexplainable loss of control).  Charlie Johns lost his Compensator and 

Jamie Strong his 3D practice model, an OSIRUS.  Both went in very near the same place, about 150 feet in front of 

them and both were on approach.  See the bill folded in his left hand.  That's $50.00 for the SPORTSMANSHIP 

award.  David and Terry drove their motor home 12 hours from Knoxville, TN to the contest arriving about 11 PM 

Friday night.  Something happened to their 80's model motor home, 

it quit en route, and wouldn't get fuel to the carb.  David being a 

mechanic, surmised it was the "lift pump" and pulled a "MacGyver" 

by filling a 5 gal can with gas from the tank, placing a pick-up hose in 

that can close to the carburetor and it would run for about 45 miles, 

then the procedure was repeated. 
     At the contest, his KAOS crashed in round one.  He and Terry 

repaired it overnight Saturday night and he completed rounds 4 and 

5 on Sunday.  With this kind of hard luck and with his  

"stick-to-itiveness", FCF determined that he and Terry were indeed  

deserving of the award! 
      The pit area in Prattville faces almost due East, but presented no problem since flying can be 90 degrees to either 

side of the main runway with no problem since nothing but farmland is adjacent to the field on all 4 sides.  Flying both 

days started promptly and finished on schedule.  
           See the "up" elevator and the ailerons are "UP' also?  Charlie 

found he was having difficulty getting the KAOS to fall into a stall and a 

nifty spin.....so, he programmed a "mix" into his transmitter, allowing him 

to switch this mix in for his SPIN maneuver.  The ailerons become two 

big SPOILERS causing the decreased "lift" to make the wing stall much  

easier and quicker than without them.  Neat, huh? 

  

(Far Left) Duane Wilson didn't even leave Asheville, NC for the contest ‘til 

mid afternoon Friday due to putting final touches on his newest 

model.  It's a Blue Angel from EUREKA. Finish is Klass Kote—his 1st 

attempt. Powered by OS 914S. (Left) Duane touched your PIO's emotions 

when he showed his "memoir" shirt from the only SERMA contest in  
history.  This contest was largely organized by Bruce’s son Cass, and it 

was a great memory for all who were there that day.  Cass made a shirt 

for each participant.  There was also a fantastic meal provided by Bill 

Collins and other volunteers. 

(Far left) Due to SPA demand and friends like  
Jamie to do the asking, Mike Williams flew his jet 

during the lunch break—`tre cool. Victor Diaz helps 

cool the jet engine.  Maybe that’s where the  

expression “cool your jets!!!…” came from.  
(Left) Victor flies a German Sky Aviations “Komet” 

ARF as an electric.  The Komet joins the ‘69-’71 

world champion “Marabu” as SPA-legal ARFs. Diaz 

is US distributor!! 

Vic says, "needs just a bit more power.  This one has a Swiss Leomotion motor - 700KV 11/7 APC electric prop. Less than 1100 watts. The 

Leomotion motor for my Marabu, (4120-0530) generates just under 1200 watts with a 13X8 prop.  SPA allows 1400 watts.  7 lbs ready to 

fly.  Shipping from there runs about  $85.00.  Hope to have it available for shipping from the US soon.  More info on: classicpattern.com. 

"Hats off" to the  
Fountain City Flyers for 

the completeness of their 

hospitality, even to the 

giving of ROSES for wives 

and girlfriends. Wasn’t 

that the most thoughtful 

thing they could do? FCF, 

you’re the GREATEST! 

FC Flyers, you're like a seasoned smooth 

wine, "just better with age"...you recall, 

Jamie said at the briefing "if we left out 

anything to insure your' comfort, sorry, 

it's only cuz we didn't think of it"!

Fountain City Flyers, "it was PERFECT".  

    

              …..Bruce Underwood, PIO 
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Registration-Gary Singleton, (rt), 

didn’t fly this year but helped 

greatly. Hope he flies next time. 

The Hoke’s air conditioned RV 

and shaded “front porch” were 

very popular places to be. 

Greg and this reliable, beautifully 

flying Dirty Birdy has earned 

many an award at SPA contests 

over the past few years. 

Victor Diaz and Mike Williams 

Cheer-up guys! Pretend you’re at a tropical resort!! Ann & Charlie Johns try to stay cool between rounds 
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 A Bit More Challenging 

to Build than Some, but  

Well Worth It!! by Duane Wilson 

My 

1985 

“Angel” 

My Blue Angel project at different 

points during its construction.  My 

 sincere thanks go to both Bernie  

Olson and Vic Koenig for their help 

and advice during construction.  

The “Angel” went down to Prattville for a possible first flight but no time for it—so I just got it out to show around.  This 

picture was taken on a golf green at home.  It’s part of my “new plane routine.”  Note the “special” (a gift) chrome style 

wheels for this plane to add some extra “pizzazz”. Do you remember when chrome style wheels were the norm? 

Hayes Slimline12oz tank is a tight fit Vic gives Angel wing the  

“light treatment” 

Ready for Polyspan Light fabric & Klass Kote paint Custom Callie graphic 
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      To me, the 1973 FAI world champion Japanese designed Blue Angel was one of the most beautiful designs of our 

legal time period.  Not only that, but when I flew it as an AMA Novice in the mid 80s, I found it to be quite  

predictable and relatively easy to fly and land with its large wing area and somewhat thick airfoil.  It flew at a reasonable 

speed as well, which translated means that I had a little more time to react, (I’m sure with its original retracts and 

tuned pipe it was much faster.) 

      I started  

writing about my 

Blue Angel  

project, (from a 

Eureka kit) back 

in the Jan-Feb 

2016 issue.  At 

that point I had 

the “core” completed, (which consists of the first three bulkheads and the built-in basswood motor mounts, (see page 

12), and little else.  As I said then, the plane isn’t particularly difficult to build, but there are some challenges associated 

with it that you don’t find in most traditional pattern model kits; primarily, care must be paid to getting the “core” in 

proper alignment because everything else depends on it.  Also, the Eureka kit has a few quirky “problems” that must be  

remedied-nothing that a decent builder can’t handle relatively easily, but these are things to watch for nonetheless.  

Write or call me to discuss these quirks in the kit if you’re interested, but in my opinion, whatever extra trouble might 

be involved is worth it. 

     The plane is built “in space” meaning the bulkheads are blocked up, (the 2nd and 3rd bulkheads are exactly the 

same height making this task a little easier.  The fuselage is built upright rather than inverted. You have top and bottom 

fuselage side pieces on each side that fit into notches in the bulkheads to align them.  The side pieces come together in 

the middle at a slight angle to help give the fuselage that sleek shape when sanded, (see above).  Once you’ve arrived at 

this point, construction proceeds fairly straightforwardly, and Bernie’s mods make a model that is easy to work on and 

provides excellent access.  I placed my rudder servo on the bottom rear of the fuselage, and used an MK bellcrank, 

(smaller size-see small hole), for the elevator linkage.  I added an access compartment to get at the bellcrank linkage. 

     Bernie devised a nice fiberglass cowl that takes the place of the lower balsa blocks that make up the lower engine 

compartment.  The cowl is cut into two pieces at the nose gear. When the forward cowl is removed, the engine  

compartment, (along with the nose wheel) is fully open for working on the engine and nose wheel.  The rear cowl area 

extends to the wing leading edge and covers the tank, throttle servo, and fuel plumbing.  Open access is great! 

      I decided to give Klass Kote a try, and with Vic Koenig’s help, took the modest plunge to buy a spray gun and  

compressor-both from Harbor Freight.  Technique is everything, but the epoxy paint has no bad qualities, and a little  

practice will give you a beautiful, shiny, and tough surface.  Excess paint can be kept in the “fridge” for a short time for 

paint touch-ups, and small amounts can be mixed up if necessary and applied by brush.  My paint scheme turned out 

acceptable (for my first try), and looks best from a few feet away (smile).  I expect to get better with practice. 

     At the time of this writing the “Angel” has eight trim flights.  The German plans you can purchase from Eureka for 

$15 show a C/G at 135mm, (about 5.5 inches from the wing leading edge).  My original fiberglass/foam knock-off kit 

from Muetchler’s Hobbies in the 1980s, (called the SBA) plan shows the C/G at 175mm, (about 1-1/2 inches  

rearward), and that figure seems to work better for my plane, (but interestingly, Bernie’s Blue Angels balance closer to 

the plan C/G).  You aeronautical engineering types can try to explain the difference in optimal C/G—I don’t get it. 

      The Blue Angel suits me both in looks and performance.  

Maybe you might want to give it a try.  The jury is still out on 

the final performance of my Blue Angel compared to other 

popular SPA planes, but right now my familiar and trusty Dennis 

Hunt Rabbit has the predictability/performance edge—but the 

Angel is still early in the trim stage.  Maybe someday it will  

become my contest favorite like it was back in the 80s, but it 

already rates as my favorite in the “looks department.” 

Remaining 2016 SPA Schedule 

East: Sept 24-25 SPA Masters, Alabaster, Al...Dave Phillips, CD 

West: Oct 15-16 SPA Open Ft Worth, Tx…Ken Knotts CD 
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SPA GETTING “KAOTIC” 
EVEN OUR EXPERT PILOTS ARE TAKING A SECOND LOOK!! 

The new Kaos-60 ARF was introduced prior to this flying 

season, and was featured as part of a review of new ARFs in the 

JAN-FEB 2016 newsletter.  It was tentatively praised as a  
welcome replacement for the popular, but now discontinued 

Dirty Birdy and Phoenix 7 ARFs primarily for new pilots, 

non-builders, or those needing a plane quickly, or a back-up. 
      Once you get past the fact that the Kaos ARF bears only 

passing resemblance to the real Kaos, (much like the Intruder 

ARF from World Models), you can appreciate the virtues of this 

ARF.  In some ways the Kaos 60 may actually be better than the 

plane it was supposed to be like—it could be viewed as a  
Reengineered, modernized, and improved Kaos.  It is larger 

with a greater wing span/area, it has a thicker wing, and it is 

easily adaptable for both glo and electronic propulsion. 
      This season has validated the Kaos as a nice flying plane at a 

great price, (more about that in a minute).  Time and  
experience has shown that (like the Intruder), there are some 

modifications that should be made to make the plane stronger 

and better, but that should be expected in any inexpensive ARF. 
      So far so good, but now let’s 

turn to what I would call the  

unexpected part of the story. 
       One of the real selling points 

of the Kaos has been its price.  

At only $179, (ELP), it has always 

been a real bargain—basically, 

you can’t build it from scratch for 

that price.  Along with the  

Intruder, we have been  

recommending it for new SPA  
pilots, and as a good choice for a 

back-up plane for everyone else—

especially those in the less  

demanding lower classes.   
      Then on September 6th, 

Tower announced a BIG price 

drop as news quickly spread to 

the Discussion List like wild fire.  

They must have had too many in 

their warehouse or something, 

but for whatever reason, the  
already low price ARF could be 

had for a mere $135 shipped!! 
     Suddenly it became really cool  

to buy a Kaos—pilots from both 

regions perhaps with only a vague interest in one were jumping on the Kaos bandwagon, including many from our SR 

EXPERT class like Jerry Black, President Jeff Owens, and former president Bruce Underwood joining others on the list.  

I don’t know how many they sold, but a lot of them moved in a short period.  Some hesitated, (like me) and lost out 

when the offer was discontinued a few days later.   

      The price is now back to $179, but even so, with discounts, the plane can still be bought at a great price—but   

Anthony Blair and Jerry Black with their respective Kaos ARFs.  Anthony is new to 

SPA and has a lot of support in Kingsport 
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those “movers” who jumped at the sudden offer had the additional  

satisfaction of getting “the deal”.     
      It was unexpected to me that several of our EXPERTS jumped on the 

Tower offer; after all, it seemed they’ve always searched for the perfect  
performing plane-not the common ARF. Then I realized that the essence 

of SPA, (other than one-pass precision aerobatics flown “simply and  
inexpensively”), is the search for something new.  That can take many 

forms, a new plane, a new transmitter—anything different to experiment 

and “play” with. For example, when some went electric, others tried it 

out for a while as well.  How about the little Gee Bee craze a few years 

back. Pilots may not stay with it, but at the moment it was interesting, 

(and fun), to try new things on and see how they fit.  For EXPERT SPA 

pilots used to building high performing, custom crafted planes with, for 

example, the best, most “solid” linkages, it’s a novelty to go back to the days of nylon control horns and “Z-bends”. 

      Jerry Black told me he’s excited to see what his super-duper cheap Kaos ARF built simply over a weekend (with  
Z-bends), can do compared to the best Bootlegger he can precision-build as a winter project.  He used all the stock 

stuff from the kit—even the stock wheels.  The only real change he made was to exterior mount the elevator and  

rudder servos in the rear of the plane for balancing purposes.   
      This is a new way to compete, and at the same time, challenge yourself—to get a simple ARF and see what it can 

do.  Best thing is that with a Kaos ARF, expectations are lowered; you are not expected to have everything “just so.” 

I’ll bet the other EXPERTS feel the same way.  It might someday happen that those with a Kaos may challenge each 

other to a fly-off—similar to the Bee Gee races.  Jerry said he’d fly his at the Masters IF the others would! 

      Another advantage to jumping on the ARF craze (especially when it is developing a reputation for performing  

relatively well), is the emotional freedom it gives.  When you spend months building and spray painting that  
special custom-built aircraft, you are naturally hesitant to take undue chances with it.  There is a considerable emotional 

and time investment in the plane. I know this truth only too well now that I just rolled out the Blue Angel that took ten 

months on and off to build.  The truth is I’m a bit nervous every time I fly.  I’m sure, (I hope), that nervousness will 

lessen over time, but it will always be there to some extent.  Similarly, if I “pile-in” my favorite Dennis Hunt Daddy  

Rabbit, he won’t be there to build me another, (his Rabbits are sized up 3% so re-creating it would take some work).   
With the Kaos ARF, you put it together in a relatively short time, and if it bites-the-dust, you shrug and say “...oh well, 

that’s the way the cookie crumbles.”  We are liberated in a real way by flying the ARF—it isn’t going to upset us nearly 

as much if something bad or “accidental-you-know-what” happens to it.  After all, you can have another one up in the 

“wild blue yonder” in a couple days—right?  You might even whistle a tune while flying to show how carefree you are. 
      I might someday get myself a Kaos to “join the party” just to have fun with it like the rest—-BUT, the dozen or so 

SPA guys who jumped at the special offer really got a deal!  I know it’s only a $20-25 difference, but I wanted that 

deal doggone it!  Who brags about paying full price?   See you later. 

Jerry says there’s no slop in the Z-Bends—

works just as well as the “fancy-schmantzie” 

linkages we’ve been using.  It’s experience!! 

Anthony Blair’s Kaos 
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SENIOR PATTERN ASSOCIATION MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 

SENIOR PATTERN ASSOCIATION 

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 

 

   Name______________________________________________________________ 

 

   Street Address______________________________________________________ 

 

   City______________________    State___________________  Zip____________ 

 

   Date of Birth:______—_______—________ AMA Number ________________ 

 

   Telephone (_____)_________________ E-Mail ____________________________ 

 

Mail this form along with check/money order made out to The Senior Pattern Association 

for $20.00 to:  Eric Nessler 2080 Smokymill Rd. Dublin, Ohio 43016 

 

 

 

Eric Nessler 

2080 Smokymill Rd. 

Dublin, Ohio 43016 

  

 COME       

VISIT  

OUR 

WEBSITE 

 
 @ 

 

www. 

seniorpattern. 
com 

 

 
 

www.seniorpattern.com 

 

 

 


